This guide is meant to help reporters and researchers navigate their way through the
reams of government contacting data made available online or through vendors such as
the National Institute for Computer-Assisted Reporting (NICAR)
Working with this data requires a little skill, a lot of patience and maybe a bottle of
aspirin (or bourbon). The records are quirky and contradictory and often they run
counter-intuitive to what a reasonable person would expect to be the case. But the slicing
and dicing is worth the effort – it can yield the type of analysis and stories unique not
only to journalism, but to also to government spending research on the whole.
As Philip Meyer says, this type of analysis can change the normally “passive” approach
that journalism takes to this kind of reporting.
As Meyer put it: The machines do make things possible that could not be done before, but
to get the most out of them we need to think the way scientists do.
As Marija J. Norusis writes in SPSS 12.0 Guide to Data Analysis: Gathering information
has become a natural past time.
“Data analysis is the art of examining, summarizing and drawing conclusions from data
Good data analysis involves a mixture of common sense, technical expertise and
curiosity.
“It‟s knowing the questions to ask and how best to answer them.
“Simple achievements, such as being able to calculate a variety of statistical tasks on a
pocket calculator, or to mimic arcane computer commands, count for little these days.
Instead, you must learn how best to harness the powerful statistical techniques at your
fingertips.”
I‟ll deal with the federal contractors database provided by NICAR and, more specifically,
the Department of Defense contracting records.
First of all, let‟s be precise – as much as we can – about what this data encompasses. It
provides a snapshot of government (in this case, Pentagon) spending commitments for a
set period of time. Essentially, the database captures contracts and contract modifications
awarded and agreed to – or transactions.
That clear?
Didn‟t think it would be.
Think of it as a list of layaway payments. The Pentagon has bought, for example, some F22 Raptor combat jets. But the Defense Department doesn‟t just dish out $60 billion at
one shot for its aircraft, it funds for the planes in chunks – it pays on a layaway plan, with
contracts and contract modifications.
Those are the records in the database. While the records don‟t show the exact expenses of
the DOD per se, they can be analyzed in such a way to show trends, spot inconsistencies
and maybe even catch Pentagon acquisition officials in a fib or two.
In other words, all of the ingredients of good CAR projects or even daily articles.

Contracts are the bread and butter of how the Pentagon and rest of the U.S.
military agencies do business. They provide the roadmap of how money is
being spent and how it‟s likely to be spent – a sense of what the military
thinks is important and what isn‟t. Learning how to obtain, read and analyze

contracts, then, is key. Equally important is learning how to understand the
contract process.
Before there are contracts, the Pentagon provides industry – and savvy
reporters – a pretty good idea of what the military wants, needs and,
sometimes, even what it‟s willing to pay.
Every day, on www.fedbizzops.com the military and other government
agencies broadcast such feelers as broad agency announcements (BAAs),
requests for information (RFIs) and requests for proposals (RFPs).
The BAA tells of a basic agency or military service need for a certain
technology, system or capability. The RFI is more specific, telling of a
specific needed requirement, capability or piece of equipment and asking
industry for details of cost and general feasibility. The RFP is the most
specific – it not only tells what military or other government agency wants,
but also provides details on how it wants it.
These announcements and requests are not only good for forecasting, but
they‟re also useful when programs go awry, busting budgets and deadlines.
Another place to find what the government plans to acquire, especially from
a technology standpoint, is to try the U.S. Patent Office site:
http://www1.uspto.gov/index.html. For example, the government or
researchers tied to the government has obtained patents for a range of
technologies for capturing signals intelligence – a nice way of saying
eavesdropping.
Getting Started
To get a general idea of the contracting activity for a certain program, piece
of equipment or other parameter, you can check online at
http://www.defenselink.mil/Contracts/
Here‟s what you see. You can click on specific dates and see the contracts
and modifications announced for those days. They are usually updated each
work day at 5 p.m.

You can also search this site for contracts using company name, contract
number, service, etc. The search page address is
http://www.defenselink.mil/search/
This is what it looks like:

As you can see, there are plenty of searching possibilities here. Let‟s start
with a search guaranteed to land some good results. The biggest Pentagon
acquisition program right now is the Joint Strike Fighter, or JSF, the
department‟s newest combat jet.
So, mark the contract box and then put Joint Strike Fighter in the appropriate
line, exact phrase, like so:

Here‟s what we wind up with:

Let‟s take a look at one of them:
August 24, 2007

CONTRACTS
NAVY
United Technologies Corp., Pratt & Whitney, Military Engines, East Hartford, Conn., is being
awarded and estimated $60,000,000 advance acquisition contract for long lead components, parts and
materials associated with the Lot 2 Low Rate Initial Production of 6 F-135 Joint Strike Fighter Conventional
Take-Off and Landing (CTOL) propulsion system installs and 2 CTOL propulsion system spares for the U.S.
Air Force and 6 Short Take-off and Vertical Landing Air Systems (STOVL) propulsion system installs and 2
STOVL propulsion system spares for the U.S. Navy. Work will be performed East Hartford, Conn. (70
percent), and Bristol, United Kingdom (30 percent), and is expected to be completed in March
2011. Contract funds will not expire at the end of the current fiscal year. This contract was not competitively
procured. The Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent River, Md. is the contracting activity (N00019-07-C0098).

Look at this with the eye toward putting information in a database. It‟s
packed with such data that can be added, tracked or otherwise manipulated.
It has the date, company name, company location, award amount, type of
contract, general description of work, location of work, service responsible
for oversight, the lack of competitive bidding, and a contract number.
When it comes to data, as Philip Meyer says in The New Precision
Journalism, the key tasks are collecting it, storing it, retrieving it, analyzing it,
reducing it and communicating it. With all of that in mind, it‟s time to decide how we can
best do that with the JSF. For example, we can put it into a spreadsheet or set up a table
in a database manager. Personally, I prefer putting as much data as I can in a database
manager. There are more possibilities for looking for relationships in the data (or
combined with other data) and I can always save my table into a spreadsheet later.
While many computers and software packages already offer Access as a database
manager – and while Access is a fine program for working with many small and mediumsized data sets – Access simply will not effectively handle the sheer volume of records in
the Pentagon contracting database. I prefer FoxPro, and an old version – 2.6. However,
the SQL (sequenced query language, or wording of the database commands/queries) are
essentially the same. And certainly the query concept is the same no matter which
database manager you use.
Let‟s go back to the JSF contracts. What I did as a reporter at DefenseNews was to get
every contract from defenselink.mil I could find for the jet and copy/paste that
information, contract by contract, into a bin, or file, I had set up in SourceTracker, a
software package developed for investigative journalism. Then I went back to the
contracts and, again, transaction by transaction, highlighted the pertinent material. Then I
opened up my FoxPro and created a table like so:

Pick a new table:

And you get a screen that allows you to set up the parameters for the different fields you
want. (A tip here: Don‟t sell short if you have a narrative or explainer field, as you have
the JSF. You‟ll want those characters.)

I sent through the contacts and designated the fields for the information I thought I‟d
want to analyze in my database. I kept them all “character” fields, except for dates and
the contract amount, which I designated for numerical, so I could manipulate that data
properly. Try to separate numbers out that way for the analysis.

Now comes the boring part: sitting and typing. Some larger news organizations can hire
college kids for this kind of work, but most don‟t have that type of luxury. To be honest,
as sadistic as this may sound, I prefer to do this part myself. While entering the data, I
often spot possible trends or analysis leads.
Here‟s what the blank record looks like, based on the record layout entered:

You‟ve typed in the data, saved it and want to see you‟re work. Like any other program,
go to FILE and then OPEN. Scroll down and find your database and click it open.
And…you get a blank screen. No worries. In your Query Command window – that small
rectangular part of the screen, type the following: brow – short for browse. (And you‟ll
see another command there, USE (database name). Even when you point and click, the
commands show up in the command window. Another tip: copy and paste all of your
commands in a separate Word file for easy retrieval and headache-savers).

Here‟s what the table looks like (Just click anywhere on the table to make it the front
screen):

As I said before, during data entry, you may come across something you
think could make a good story. Such was the case here. I noticed that the
amounts were adding up very quickly. The Pentagon had set aside a „ceiling‟
of about $40 billion for JSF development in the initial phase, and it looked
like they were getting very close.
There are several ways to analyze for this. As we are working in FoxPro,
let‟s use the database manager. Go to WINDOW and COMMAND, to get
back to that window, the one that helps you to do all the work.
Time now for a crash course in SQL, which, in essence, is a different
language. There are plenty of books out there on the subject, and even other
crash courses, so I‟ll just stick to what you need for the queries you‟ll be
doing.
The first key command is Select – this is what tells you what your query
answer table will look like, what fields you want displayed, what
calculations you want to see. The next command is From – as in what
database(s) you want to use. After that, there are other commands for
showing specific cases, or different mathematical calculations, but we‟ll
have to tackle them as you go along.
Back to the JSF database. All we really want is the total amount, so the only
field we want is the Amt (amount) field. So, our SQL command reads like
this:

The query yielded the one answer there, which is about $37.8 billion. With
about six years to go on the development stage, the JSF program had spent a
very large portion of its funding. Most „experts‟ felt the F-35 would bust its
budget and we had ourselves a story.
Another possible way to do this would have been to open the JSF database
and then under DATABASE, click on COPY To and pick MICROSOFT
EXCEL as file type.

A note on SQL – if you screw up in the typing or just word the query wrong,
you needn‟t retype the whole query – you can just fill in the fix and go to the
end of the query and hit ENTER. Also, while you can string out your query
across one line, I, like others, have found it easier to break it up according to
parts, using a semicolon at the end of each line to connect the thread:
Select sum(Amt);
From jsfcons
While the defenselink.mil site is a trove of data information, sometimes you
need to go to the real source – the actual contact itself. Most services and
agencies now are making you file a Freedom of Information Act request for
the contracts and modifications – and, when you do, make sure you ask for
attachments and supporting documentation. Sometimes, you can get the
contract number from defenselink, sometimes you need to ask for “contracts
pertaining to” or other such language. It can take the military months or
longer to get back to you, so this is not a deadline maneuver. Also, most
services and agencies are requiring the requests to be done online or through
an email. SAVE ALL COPIES AND CORRESPONDENCE.
Defense Dodges

The services often don‟t want to give up information on their contracts and
public affairs officers will say and try just about anything to drive a reporter
away.
Dodge # 1: We’ve never done that before or No one’s ever asked us for that
before
That refrain is common among many public affairs officers. It implies that
because no one‟s asked for information, a contract or a database before, it‟s
not publicly available. Make them cite specific reason for their “denial.”
Or tell them that it‟s a publicly funded contract or a database of publicly
funded contracts, and you want the publicly releasable portion of the
information.
Dodge #2. You’d need a forklift to handle all of the records…
OK, what the captain actually said was that I‟d need a fleet of trucks. He
said the copying fees alone would cover our payroll at the newspaper.
I told him to give me electronic copies of the work. Always do that. You‟d
prefer electronic anyway – and for bigger databases it‟s a must.
Despite my request for electronic, he sent me paper. And I guess he was
talking about a fleet of Tonka trucks, because the document weighed in at a
whopping 174 pages, or roughly the size of a third of the telephone book in
Newport News, Va., where I was working.
And there were some nuggets hidden away in those pages – information that
the defenselink cliff notes would never had included. Such as the following:

Here, we get a clearer picture of the what the aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan
might really cost, opposed to the target amount, as well as the cost-sharing
ratio over the target amount.
Let‟s look at a more recent (2007) FOIA I sent:
Headquarters Air Force/ICIO (FOIA)
1000 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330-1000
Commercial - (703) 696-7263
Fax - (703) 696-7273
E-mail - mailto:haffoia.workflow@pentagon.af.mil
FOIA Requester Service Center POC - Mr. John Espinal

May 23, 2007
Mr., Espinal:
I am the Pentagon editor for Aviation Week & Aerospace Daily. Under the provisions of
the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552, I am requesting copies of or access to all
contracts, contract modifications and related documents associated with Battle Control
System Fixed and Battle Control System Mobile (BCS-F and BCS-M).

The systems represent one of the most vital security measures undertaken by the military
in protecting the United States from possible hijacked airliner terrorist scenarios similar
to those on Sept. 11, 2001, as well as mobile protection for U.S. and coalition troops in
the field. The accurate reporting on this subject is of the utmost importance and these
documents will help make that possible.

If there are any fees for searching for, or copying, the records I have requested, please
inform me before you fill the request.

As you know, the Act permits you to reduce or waive the fees when the release of the
information is considered as “primarily benefiting the public.” I believe that this request
fits that category and I therefore ask that you waive any fees.

If all or part of this request – including any specific record or field -- is denied, please cite
the specific exemption(s) that you think justifies your refusal to release the information
and inform me of your agency‟s administrative appeal procedures available to me under
the law.

If possible, I would like to receive the data in digital form.

I would appreciate your handling this request as quickly as possible, and I look forward
to hearing from you within the timeframe required by law.

Feel free to call me if you have any questions or concerns. My Pentagon office number is
703-553-0102. . My cell number is 202-997-0162. My mailing address is 1200 G. St.
NW, Washington, DC, 2005, Suite 900.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

We had been running stories about the BCS program for months leading up to this
request – articles based on Air Force auditors and reviewers – that had painted a pretty
bleak picture about the program. We figured it was time to follow the money trail for the
program. I received a note back from the Air Force, looking for Air Force contract
numbers. I went to defenselink and found one contract, which didn‟t make sense. I
KNEW there had been other contracts and modifications.
I had another recourse: the federal contractors database, provided by the National
Institute for Computer-Assisted Reporting. NICAR gets the data from the federal
government and puts into a dbf file, perfect for FoxPro hounds and other database users.
The organization charges for the database, depending on the size of the publication, but
once you get an account, you can do periodic downloads for plenty of slicing and dicing.
But there are some caveats. First of all, this is the FEDERAL CONTRACTORS, not the
Pentagon, database. It‟s huge. It takes a good hour or more to download, even with a DSL
line. Then it takes about as much time to unzip and move the dbf contractors databases
into a file for analysis.
Then it‟s time to retrieve the Pentagon records from the overall contactors database.
There are few different ways to do this, but here‟s the roadmap for what I‟ve found to be
the most intuitive and easiest.
In the COMMAND window, I open the following file: c:\irecon~1\award107.dbf And then I
type in SQL:
select *;
from award107;
where Agencyid1 = "9700"
This merits some explanation. * is the SQL symbol for all, meaning I want all of the fields I can
get with this query. The from field is the name given by NICAR for the database. The ―where‖
command is the command that tells FoxPro the types of records, in this case where the
Agencyid1 field is 9700 (the quotes are necessary), the numerical designation for the Defense
Department.
Then I go up DATABASE, scroll down to COPY To and click – this is the way to save my query
into a new database.
I type in CLOSE ALL (case doesn’t matter) to clean up the screen and then open the following
file: c:\irecon~1\award207.dbf EXCLUSIVE (the contractors database is actually a handful of
different databases)
Follow the same steps (commands) outline above, closing with COPY TO a different database
name. Repeat until you’ve extracted all the DOD records. Then open the first file you created, in
my case it was this: ds07a.dbf. And then, under DATABASE, click on APPEND FROM and pick
the name of the second database you created with your query. This adds all the records of the
second database to the first database. (You want eventually to have one DOD database, it makes
things easier for querying the entire Pentagon contracting).
CLOSE ALL again and, again, open your first database you created. Then APPEND FROM the
third database you created…and so on.

Using this method, I’ve built DOD databases for contracts and modifications going back more
than five years. Using defenselink, I copied the name of the BCS contractor
(ThalesRaytheonSystems) and queried the databases for 2006 and 2007 (to date). Then, I was
able quickly to pinpoint the contract number for the Air Force work in question.

A couple of things here. One, as it turns out, the Air Force data entry person had been one digit
off in typing in the contract number used in defenselink, which is why only one contract turned up.
But armed with the right number, I quickly realized that the ―modifications‖ started on the contract
almost immediately after the work started. Using the database, I was able to track how the price
doubled than tripled through nearly 50 contract medications over the course of about two years.
Just how common are mistakes in Pentagon data entry? Consider the following story, based on
the analysis of DOD contractors gleaned from the NICAR database:

The $69 billion contractor – not
By Michael Fabey
Defense experts agreed – the digital slicing and dicing simply didn‟t make sense.
An Aerospace Daily analysis of data from the National Institute of Computer-Assisted
Reporting (NICAR) showed the number-one Pentagon expense for 2006 was for
“architecture and engineering services” – some $70 billion worth, nearly four times
the amount spent for the next biggest bill for fixed-wing costs.

Loren Thompson of the Lexington Institute echoed the concern that the
expenses likely included items not normally associated with architecture and
engineering services.

“Honestly, I don‟t know what to make of that,” he said. “It doesn‟t match up
with any budget planning.”
Indeed it didn‟t. And it matched up even less under further investigation.
The number one contractor for such services – for about 30 listed contracts or
modifications worth about $69 billion of those $70 billion went to a small Pittsburghbased company called Earth Savers Inc., the records showed.
And the total all really centered on one contract worth about 99 percent of the total, the
records showed.
Turns out the records were wrong.
Apparently, NICAR says, someone at DOD inadvertently moved a decimal point over a
few places, making a contract with tens of billions instead of single-digit millions.

Defense Department spokespeople say the Pentagon doesn‟t keep track of
such data in this manner and won‟t comment on such analysis.
And at Earth Savers, folks say they have no deals with the Pentagon worthy
anywhere that amount.
Asked if the company would like to have such a contract, a spokesperson
only laughed.
Consider, then, the words of CAR guru Philip Meyer:‖ Never treat what the computer tells you

as gospel. Always go behind the database to the paper documents or the human data
gatherers to check.”
Still, the data itself can yield some interesting story possibilities. It can provide that little
glimpse into Pentagon spending habits.

With some cool charts:

To get a story and chart like this is really quite simple. First, using FoxPro, slice and dice the
records for the wheeled and tracked combat vehicles. To this, you use the supplemental
information NICAR sends to find the product code number for each (they happen to be 2350 and
2320).
So, you open your DOD database that you’ve created using the NICAR contractors database and
type the following command:
select *;
from (database name);
where prodcode = "2350" or prodcode = "2320"
COPY TO ds7rdwror
close all
So, now you’ve created and named a dbf file for the vehicles. Now it’s time to find out who the
true ―road warriors‖ – the contractor leaders – are.
Open your newly created database and type the following:
Select Contractor, count(*), sum(Oblamount);
from ds7rdwro;
Group by 1;
Order by 3 desc
Here’s what this does: Your query will provide you the names of the contractors, the count (or
number of contracts or modifications), and the sum of all the contracts per contractor from your
database, it will group it by the first field (contractors), and list it by the third field (the total amount
of the contractors) from highest to lowest.
Now it’s time for another caveat. The data entry folks aren’t too particular with how they list
contactors. Sometimes they spell out ―Company‖ and sometimes they write ―Co.‖ Sometimes they
don’t use the word at all. Sometimes, they use commas, sometimes not. The point is, every

different listing will come up as a different contractor. You need to clean that up, to make sure the
contractors get full accounting.
Here’s what I’ve found to be easiest. I save the file as an Excel sheet. Then I open it in Excel and
sort according to contractor name – that usually groups all the different contractor spellings, etc,
together. If not, I scroll through and insert rows as needed, copying and pasting the contactors so
that all the different listings for the same company are together. I then insert one row at the end of
the grouping and sum up the count and totals for contact amounts. I then type that in another cell.
I delete the summed numbers (and the calculation) and retype the number itself. I have to do that
because I then go back and delete all of the other similar contractor names and numbers, leaving
only my new totaled record. When I’m done all of the contractors, I go back and sort by the sum
totals. Then I average out the totals, just to give myself a comparison.
But averages aren’t the only way to compare numbers like these. There’s also the median, the
middle value, and mode, the most common value – either of which provide a better metric for
Pentagon spending because there are so many very large contracts that can throw off an
average.
One very quick way to get some of these comparisons is to use a statistical software like SPSS,
which works well with DBF files.
Open up SPSS and go to OPEN and DATA …

Make sure you tell it to look for a dbf file …

You’ll first get a screen listing an Output1, close this. The screen behind that is the one you want
– this it the file for the wheeled and tracked vehicles …

Click on ANALYZE, DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS and then EXPLORE …

You’ll be prompted for your variables. Put it the Oblamount in the DEPENDENT box and
Agencyid1 in the FACTOR box. (Remember, they’re all the same Agencyid1 number, so this will
give you a response on the entire set.).

Run the query, and here’s what you get:

This shows an average cost per contract or modification of $4.5 million, but a median cost per
transaction of only $21,264. Again, another way of looking at numbers.
For those who don’t have SPSS, you can also use Excel. For example, For a database of fuel
contractors with the DOD gleaned from the NICAR database, you just scroll down to the last
record, find the column for the Oblamount (amount obligated), in this case it’s O, and type in the
cell below the last record the following: =MEDIAN (O2:O938), which translates to formula to find
the median from the first record (cell O2) to the final one (O938).
It looks like this:

And you can do he same for mode and average, too.

Computer-ASSISTED Reporting

Too often, reporters rely on CAR to try to do all the work. They throw out
graphs and charts and numbers to impress everyone with all the work
they‟ve done – making the readers perform a mental juggling act to keep it
all straight and to relate to the story. After you‟ve found the right Web sites
or squeezed the juice from the right database, find the people behind the
facts. You must tell readers what it means – and especially what it means to
them.
This is not a new concern.
Philip Meyer in his 1992 book, The New Precision Journalism, wrote:
“The seductive thing about a computer is that it presents many interesting
puzzles, for which there is always an answer … most of life is not that way
… you never have complete control..
“It becomes tempting to concentrate on the area on where you do have
control, the computer and its components, to the exclusion of everything
else.
“the computer needs to be kept in its place: as a tool to help you toward a
goal, not as the goal itself.
“Be a journalist first, and don‟t use the computer to shut out the world.”

In his 1978 book Investigative Reporting and Editing, Paul N. Williams,
quoted CAR reporters at the time: “As the reporter works more regularly and
closely with computers…he is in danger of losing touch with the people and
reality that the people constitute.”
Williams also wrote of the : “…gradual shift from the old style of reporting
on spectacular single incidents and personal crimes to more original and
conscientious reporting on the systematic operations of American society…
The thoughtful reporter then, the, is led to contemplate the institutions that
condone, fail to control, or even foster corruption.”
Often, it can be difficult to find the “people factor” in reporting about
defense contractor cover-up or state-of-the-art weapon. Reporters must find
metaphors, anecdotes and other means to help the reader, to make the
readers think and act.
Look for ways to compare, to engage the reader – to have fun.

Other tips:
The military often breaks down purchases by weapon systems, states – even
Congressional districts. The Pentagon does this so it can lobby to keep
funding. Reporters can use this to track funding, contracts, etc. fairly easy. A
good place to start:
http://www.dior.whs.mil/peidhome/procstat/procstat.htm.
Also try www.defenselink.mil – navigate to the contracts page, which has a
daily listing of contracts and a searchable archive.
IRE has an excellent federal contractors database – try www.ire.org
You may have to build your own databases, depending on the contracts you
want to analyze or deconstruct. There are some things the military services
simply don‟t want to track.
Look for small databases to build yourself. It‟s a great way to see how
databases work, how they can be queried and how the information can be
diced and segmented.
The U.S. Government Accountability Office, or GAO, publishes an annual
overview of every major weapon or weapon system – and with a thumbnail
sketch of issues and problems with each. Go to www.gao.gov
The folks at globalsecurity.org also offer analysis of not only weapons,
systems but just about everything military – including bases, policies and
issues. The site is www.globalsecurity.org Another helpful organization for
such analysis is the Federation of American Scientists – www.fas.org

Looking for experts? Try www.profnet.com
For the some of the most recent programmatic/cost info on the Pentagon‟s
largest programs, try: www.acq.osd.mil/ara/am/sar/ .
Military databases abound for those who want to find them. Here‟s a short
list of some general ideas.
Go to U.S. Army Combat Readiness Center https://crc.army.mil/home/ to
get a handle on just how much of a problem Apache accidents had become.
The Stats/Reports links on the left side of the page are particularly useful.
When the 3rd Infantry Division got ready to deploy for its return trip to Iraq,
two Apache pilots died in an in-flight training accident. I checked with the
Readiness Center at Fort Rucker to get a handle on just how much of a
problem Apache accidents had become. I found that Apaches accounted for
the some of the most costly accidents in the service.
I sent a FOIA to the center for all of its accident records going back decades.
I used FoxPro and SPSS to slice, data and mine the data to show, among
other things, that the Army had suffered more accidents during peacetime
than war years and that the biggest accident danger were those who rode in
land vehicles without seatbelts.
Along the same lines, I sent a FOIA to the Coast Guard and used the CAR
software to document the daily danger the service‟s helicopter‟s pilots faced
– and those the aircraft would try to rescue – because of underpowered
engines.
Sample story and more tips using contracting database:
Posted 02/13/06 14:17
Pentagon Is Opaque About Satellite Funding
By Michael Fabey
Developing government satellites is big business.
Just how much is open to debate. Even professional auditors in the White House’s Office of
Management and Budget report they have problems tracking satellite and other space-related
programs for publicly acknowledged contracts.
When it comes to classified programs, like those that fund the government’s eavesdropping
satellites, there’s no public way of tracking the money, say analysts who cover the industry, like
Loren Thompson of the Lexington Institute. ―It’s all deeply embedded in the Pentagon’s
operational and maintenance accounts,‖ he said.
But some measurements of the work can be gleaned from the public record.
A Defense News computer analysis of some 3 million contract and modification records from
2000 through 2004 shows that U.S. agencies made more than 2,100 deals worth $1.2 billion for
satellite telecommunications and related work.
U.S. federal agencies issued about 35,000 contracts and related modifications for general spacerelated work, worth about $40.2 billion, the analysis showed.
Space work could include software, equipment or other com-ponents for any type of space work,
including but not limited to satellites.

Military officials acknowledge they are putting a lot of financial resources into space. The U.S. Air
Force, in particular, sees satellites as one of its key components of air and space dominance.
Speaking about space radar, Gen. Frank Faykes, the Air Force’s budget director, said, ―This is a
critical capability for our intelligence community.‖
The service wants $266 million for space radar research and development in 2007, more than
twice the $98 million appropriated this year.
For Global Positioning System (GPS) III research and development, the 2007 request of $315
million is nearly four times the $85 million appropriated in 2006.
Air Force Maj. Michael Moyles of Strategic Command says there’s likely to be a shortfall in
satellite resources required, even with the added GPS capability.
During a briefing at the Satellite 2006 conference Feb. 7 in Washington, Moyles said there will be
greater need for satellite services, in a stronger relationship with commercial satellite providers, to
meet the military’s needs.
Meeting that need, he said, is going to require changes in the way the military does business.
―We’re going to need to streamline the acquisition process.‖
The current acquisition process, says Moyles and other military officers, makes it difficult to get
satellite resources where and when they are needed. It also makes it difficult to track Pentagon
spending on satellite and space services.
The acquisition records analyzed by Defense News were provided by Investigative Reporters and
Editors (IRE), an international group of journalists. Using a FoxPro database manager and SPSS
statistical software, Defense News analyzed contractor records between 2000 and 2004. Data for
2005 is not available yet.
About 800 of the satellite-related contracts were for programs listed as ―classified or nondiscernible,‖ the records indicate. The total number of all federal government contracts and
associated modifications for classified programs gleaned from the records shows an increase to
about 446,000 in 2003 from about 281,000 in 2001, an increase mirrored by space and satellite
work.
The government changed its reporting methods, and the classified breakdown was unavailable
for 2004.
It is impossible to tell from the data how much work in the satellite realm is deemed ―black,‖ or
secret, such as the Future Imagery Architecture program. The records do not indicate how much
money is flowing to classified satellite work.
The costs of operating some of the Pentagon’s classified spy satellites would easily be at least $5
billion a year, Thompson said.
Opaque Reporting
The Pentagon’s reporting methods don’t make it any easier.
―Tracking the DoD space budget is extremely difficult, since space is not identified as a separate
line item in the budget,‖ the U.S. Congressional Research Service (CRS) reported in November.
―DoD sometimes releases only partial information (omitting funding for classified programs) or will
suddenly release without explanation new figures for prior years that are quite different from what
was previously reported.‖
The CRS report estimated the total — classified and unclassified — space budget at $19.4 billion
in 2003, $20 billion in 2004, $19.8 billion in 2005 and a requested $22.5 billion for 2006.
How much is black, and how much is for black intelligence satellite programs like the Future
Imagery Architecture, is impossible to determine with publicly available data.
The Defense News computer analysis provided another glimpse into the financial impact of such
projects.
The analysis identified 2,175 contracts and associated modifications under the broad heading of
―satellite telecommunications‖ or ―radiotelephone.‖ These deals would cover all satellite
development work — some tasks would be for land-based operations of the networks — but the
government’s reporting methods make it impossible to precisely determine the in-space satellite
operation and development costs.
The largest percentage of contracts or modifications, about a third per year on average, were
Pentagon jobs. The Air Force, U.S. Navy, the State Department and Army Corps of Engineers
each accounted for an average of about 10 percent of the contracts. NASA accounted for about 5
percent. •

